
Globalizing Stock Option And (Equity) Participation Plans (SOAPPs) is a hot topic; at least in 
the English-speaking world. The purpose of this paper is to provide a brief survey of such plans 
and to present some thoughts about their rationale and utility. How ~O'SOAPPS relate to some 
of the broad trends which are reshaping the world today? And, can these plans achieve their 
stated purposes? 

Moving from these general questions to specifics, this paper outlines some of the types of 
SOAPPs developed within the constraints of two countries' legal and tax systems and the use of 
the principle by some companies. 

For convenience, this monograph is divided into the following sections: 

SOAPPs - What are they? 

SOAPPs - A sign of our times? 

SOAPPs - Useful or not? 

1 SOAPP in the French and Canadian ~nvironments. 

The experience of companies with a long history of a SOAPP. 

What of the future? 



SOAPPs - WHAT ARE THEY? 

The generic term "SOAPP" has been applied to a wide variety of plans and programs. Rather 
than attempt to describe each one, several broad classifications will provide a general flavor: 

Arrangements which permit employees to benefit from any appreciation in the 
value of company stock. Jlmployees often do not own the shares at all, but 
merely receive any increase in share price over a specified period. In this 
category we find Stock Appreciation Rights (SARs) and Phantom Stock options. 

Plans in which the employee actually owns or at some point will become an 
owner of company stock. Helshe is often required to wait a specifled number of 
years, r, prior to exercise, and to own the shares for n years after exercise before 
disposing of them; the Plan may or may not meet specific legislative requirements 
depending on {r, n), to be tax-advantaged in the employee's country of 
residence. The stock usually must be purchased at a price which is within certain 
limits of the price p at grant -- usually 80% - 110% p. 

In this category, we fmd Incentive Stock Options (ISOs in the US), Non--ed 
Stock Options (U.S.), Restricted Stock Grants, Performance Shares as well as 
approved savings-related share option schemes and share-based profit sharing 
arrangements in the UK. 

Arxangements in which a trust is created to hold any of the foregoing instruments. 
The trust may be created for the purpose of providing a pension benefit or to fund 
a savings plan. Such a trust is normally referred to as an ESOP. 

One must distinguish between the Trust vehicle and the delivery mechanism. It 
is possible for the Trust to exist and for the employee to never be able to actually 
take possession of the stock, i.e., for there to be no vesting. The Trustees will, 
however, consider employee wishes in voting the stock. We will describe an 
example of such a Trust in the fifth section of this paper. 

Profit sharing or cash incentive arrangements, which may be mandatory (as in 
Mexico) or voluntary. Such programs may provide a lump sum distribution or 
the employeimay instead receive the benefit over a number of years. Some 
programs in a number of countries are tax efficient but only if they are non- 
discriminatory and are formula based, with some delay in gratif~cation. 



In a ' few instances it may be a misnomer to call these anangements 
"profitsharing"; there is sometimes a distribution from these plans even though 
there may not be any [company] profits to share. 

To date a number of multinationals have exported the home country (usually U.S) style of 
SOAPP to their operations outside the home country. For the reasons mentioned in the third 
section of this paper, it was found almost universally not possible to introduce the SOAPP in all 
countries in the home country style without any changes and some adaptation has taken place. 

This has meant that: 

The Plan was not introduced in all countries. 

Where is was introduced, it was often introduced in stages. 

The Plan was amended to take account of the local legal and tax structure. 

Most companies who have global plans offer these to executives and key 
managers only. 

Usually the plan is made available to all employees in a small number of 
countries where it is tax effective to do so. 

In almost all cases - local administration. 

In the future Corporations may attempt to achieve a more uniformly global SOAPP by offering 
a cafeteria or flexible plan. The administration and domicile of any trust that may be created 
would reside in an offshore "tax-haven" to minimize adverse legal and tax consequences. The 
trade-off would be increasingly complex administration. This may become less of a drawback 
with the advent of more powerful global databases and administration systems. 

The remainder of this paper will focus on SOAPPs which are offered to a large segment of the 
employee population rather than the narrower type of SOAPP which has traditionally been 
offered to restricted groups such as executives. 



SOAPFs - A SIGN OF OUR TIMES? 

The world is changing rapidly and the velocity of change is increasing even more quickly. The 
employee benefits environment is not exempt from these global pressures. What trends in 
particular have influenced the growing popularity of SOAPPs? 

Society is becoming less (and even non) hierarchical. Rule by consent and in the 
common interest has created a need to fmd incentives to motivate employees to 
work together for the common good. Hence the need to give people a stake in 
the equity of the organizations they work for. On the other hand, the 
motivational impact of that ownership interest is questionable unless employees 
have an abiity to directly influence their organizations or sections thereof. 

The reduction (or disappemnce) of social paternalism has lead to an increase in 
emphasis on the third pillar of retirement provision (provision by the individual). 
The need for greater self reliance has been exacerbated in some countries by the 
widespread feeling that social security and industry-wide plans are a form of 
lottery in which benefits may or may not be available when needed, for instance, 
in Fmce and South America. 

The increasing velocity of change has lead to greater mobility in the work force 
within and between countries and consequently to signifcant social changes. This 
trend, in turn, requires the restructuring of retirement provisions which may 
increasingly be thought of as deferred pay to accommodate the d t y  of shoxter 
service, as opposed to the "ideal" of lifetime employment. 

The unbundling of previously conceived-of "packages", whether in the social or 
fioancial spheres, has been exacerbated by the subconscious realization that a 
deterministic universal set of (physical) laws can still lead to a "chaos" perceived 
environment. Radical changes in the traditional family and work force structures 
and the unprecedented intermingling of diverse cultures require greater flexibity 
in our thinking about benefit provisions and vehicles. 

Benefits have not escaped the trend toward privatization. The shift to individual 
control over company-provided savings vehicles, as opposed to the pooling of 
resources implied by social security and large company funds requires an 
informed investorlemployee population. This change in the structure of power, 
emphasizing individual control of one's investment and stakes, depends on 



knowledge and has, therefore, created a need for more and better 
communications. 

Finally, revolution cannot take place by motivation alone. The means for 
effecting change also have to be there. The globalization of world 
communications, based on the use of English as the Lingua Franca, and the 
availability of increasingly powerful computers have, inter a h ,  enabled brave 
new world orders to be created. These, in turn, have allowed the tracking of 
individual records and contributions to the wealth of the group, as well as the 
design of individually tailored solutions to problems such as human resource 
needs. 

SOAPPs - USEFUL OR NOT? 
Why have some corporations offered SOAPPs further and further down the company structure, 
while others have passed on them altogether, at least for the time beiig? We will offer some - .  

ideas in the form df a table comparing comments offered by the two &ups. 

Fosters Teamwork 
Improves Productivity 
Reduces Turnover 

I 
Agreed. Hence, at some stage, we may offer it but only 
to that small group of people who truly are patt of the 
team and can influence the results. It makes no sense to 
offer it to those who have relatively little influence on the 
success or failure of the team. 

ADO- SAY: 

Several studies, for example a study by Mannheim 
University has found that there is little correlation to 
confim the cause add effect of the parameters. 

NON-ADO= COUNTER: 

Gives Employees a Stake in 
the Company 

The motivating effect is limited, since when they have a 
choice, the majority of employees prefer to receive 
cash rather than stock. 



ADOPTERS SAY: 

Attractive to employees 

Leads to extra effort to 
increase earnings 

Provides capital for 
Investment (where 
company stock is issued 
to employees for cash) 

Powerful means of directing 
cultural change 

- - 

Encourages long-term view 
by employees 

-- - 

Can be deterrent to hostile 
take over 

NON-ADOPTERS COUNTER: 

Attractive only as an "add-on" to other benefits. 

Employees tend to lose interest in bear markets. 

The added complexity of having to perform a currency 
translation reduces the attraction of stock denominated in 
a foreign currency. 

Can lead to earnings dilution (increased number of shares 
outstandinel which can 'be critical at times. 

Expense of plan usually has a significant immediate 
impact on earnings. 

May be a Rolls Royce (white elephant) in many countries 
where the rickshaw is s t i l l  the predominant means of 
transport; perhaps too powerful at the present time. 

Leadership comes from the top and many corporate 
cultures emphasize short-term objectives and 
considerations which counteract influence of SOAPPs. 

Why should current management be entrenched? 

By putting stock in employees' hands, could lead to the 
loss of management control in a takeover situation. 



An administrative minefield. Need to deal with: 

- Recordkeeping, approvals and Nings. 

- Tax withholding andlor local reporting. 

- In some countries, the employer and employee may be 
required to pay social charges in addition to the stock 
grant. 

- The dangers of giving employees acquired rights is 
present in some countries like Brazil and Italy. 

- Currency controls and fluctuation risks. 

Other forms of tax favored employee benefits may be 
equally or more desirable. 

Should remuneration be tax driven? (Tax legislation may 
change every year but a company's remuneration policy 
should be stable, for a few years at least.) 

SOAPPs IN TEE FRENCH AND CANADIAN 
CONTEXTS 

The regulatory and cultural environment for SOAPPs will be illustrated by reference to France 
and Canada. These countries have been chosen for the following reasons: 

SOAPPs of all varieties are most common in the English speaking world, in particular the 
United States, Canada and the UK, followed by Australia; but also in France. 

Also, the increasing importance of the European Community suggests that a model within 
the Community would be of interest. 

We have, therefore, chosen to illustrate particular aspects associated with the differing cultures 
within these two groupings. 



THE FRENCH EXPERIENCE 

In fact, the French environment is particularly conducive to the development of SOAPPs, as we 

shall see from the summary table on the following pages. An additional surprising attraction is 

that the French legal structure does not discriminate against foreign stock. Also, the tax 

advantages of SOAPPs axe particularly attractive in a high tax country like France. If a 

company pays an employee FlOO in cash, the employer and employee together will incur 

additional social charges totalling about F50-60. If we assume that the average employee's 

marginal tax rate is around 5096, it costs F150f to give the employee F50 in his or her pocket. 

In general, the programs have worked well in France, with some reservations about the 

unintentional effect of compulsory profit sharing on smaller companies, which need to reinvest 

their profits rather than pay them out. This effect may become clearer by observing the 

coverage and changes in coverage under the main forms of SOAPP over a two year period. 

Number of 4.5 m 1 4.7 m l m / 2 m  
Employees Covered (2.7 m recipients) 

Number of I 10200/10355 1 4600110700 
" A-ments" 1 350 11 



SOAPPS - FRENCH STYLE 

ARRANGEMENT FORMULA PAYABLE HOW 

(a) 
Participation: Profit 
sharing compulsory for 
companies with more 
than 50 employees. 

112 {Taxable Profit - 
Accrued Tax - 5 % 
shareholders funds) 
X Salaries 
Total Cost 

Cash or may be invested 
in a Trust which pays out 
upon: 

Exit from employment 
Purchase of primary 
residence 
Change of marital 

(b) 
Plan D'interessment 
(Voluntary profitsharing) 

Company can write the 
rules. It is then signed 
by the employer and 
works council and a copy 
deposited with the fiscal 
authorities. Minimum 
period of agreement - 3 
Y-. 

As provided by the rules. 

Voluntary employee In terns of the rules. 
Plan D'epargne savings (out of after-tax 

Savings Plan) 300% by the employer, 
up to a maximum match 

ADVANTAGES 

Tax free if put into a 
Trust. If cash, taxed as 
income but no social 
charges. 

As for Participation, 
Capital and Interest, if 
paid from trust, are tax 
free after 5 years. 

No social charges on 
employer contributions. 
Tax free after 5 years. 



( 4  
Share purchase plan 
(approved) - employees 
receive shares 
immediately. 

(el 
Share Option Plan: Same 
as approved share 
purchase plan except that 
payment need only be 
made when the option is 
exercised. 

FORMULA 

~i'scount of up to 20% 
allowed (discount to 20 
day moving average). 
Total stock granted must 
not exceed 113 of total 
and cannot be granted to 
employees who hold 
already more than 10% of 
the company stock. 
NOTE: That portion of 
the discount which 
exceeds 10% is subject to 
income tax at exercise. 

Same as approved share 
purchase plan. 

PAYABLE HOW ADVANTAGES 

Employee can pay over 3 
years. Maximum' 
payment for shares per 
employee is equal to one- 
half of the Social Security 
ceiling. 

Employer can match up 
to 100% with a maximum 
of F3,000 per annum. 

No closing charges are 
payable if employee 
keeps shares for at least 
l year. 

If shares are sold more 
than 5 years after grant, 
only Capital Gains Tax is 
payable (16-1796) instead 
of regular income tax 
(marginal rate may be in 
excess of 50 96). 

Same as approved share 
purchase plan. 

Same as approved share 
purchase plan. 
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THE CANADIAN EXPERENCE - from the TSE ESOP data base 

In deference to our hosts, an example of the standing of one form of SOAPP in the Anglo-Saxon 
western world is provided by the Canadian experience (with all due respect to Quebec). The 
Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE) maintains a database on Employee Stock Ownership Plans 
(ESOPs) offered by its listed wmpanies. 

More than 60% of the companies listed on the TSB -- over 630 out of 1,000 -- offer at least 
one form of ESOP to their employees. 

About 114 offer stock purchase plans, and over 112 offer stock option plans. 

ESOPs are most popular 

- in the service sector 
- where the workforce is not unionized 
- surprisingly, in the utilities sector and not the finance sector 
- with larger companies, which tend to make them available to most or all employees. 

In contrast, smaller companies tend to offer them only to select employee groups. 

Employers tend to offer more financial assistance (which is taxed as income) for share 
purchase plans than for stock option plans (nearly a l l  vs. one quarter). Forms of assistance 
(in order of popularity) are: 

- Matching funds at some level (share purchase only) 
- Payroll deductions (share purchase only) 
- Employer loan 
- Market/Commission discounts. 

surveys carried out by the TSE (during the bull market) were positive for BOPS 

- Whilst these have been offered as "add-ons", with little impact on wage restraint, 
more than 112 of employees surveyed indicated they would be inched to accept 
shares in their company in lieu of pay if the employer were experiencing severe 
financial difficulties. It remains to be seen whether this has proven true in the last 
couple of years in view of the recent bear markets. 



- When employee participation exceeds 2096, the perceived value increases 
~ i g ~ c a n t l y .  

- Employees tend to feel that their ownership interest in the company has little impact 
on their day to day work or participation in corporate decisions. 

- The stronger the communication effolts and the more the employees read the material, 
the greater the positive impact. 

- Employers report that the companies who offer ESOPs tend to see increases in: 

productivity 
net profit margins 
return on capital 
return on equity 
equity to debt ratio 

It is, however, not clear which is cause and which effect. Have the increases been due 
to ESOPs or is it progressive, better managed corporations which offer this benefit more 
frequently. 

We look forward to a Bear Market survey. 

There are several companies m u n d  the globe who use a particular brand of SOAPP which will 
be described below. Notable among those are the John Lewis Partnership - an English 
Depamnent Store giant, United Parcel Services - a multinational parcel and letter delivery 
service and some of the consulting f m s  represented here today. 

These companies are wholly owned by the employees via an ESOP. Employees are offered 
shares in the company based on seniority and job performance. m e  details may vary from 
company to company but the general description below is an appropriate model.] 

By staying in service and achieving positive performance evaluations, the employee is given the 
right to purchase (more) shares. 



There are two classes of stock. One class which may be called ordinary shares on which 
dividend payments are based and the other which may be called preference shares which entitle 
their "owners" to voting rights as well. The latter are created by splitting the ordinary shares 
from time to time at the decision of the Board. Thus, "ownership" of the preferred increases 
in a geometric progression. "Ownership" of the shares is widespmd among the employee 
population, the preferred marginally less so than the ordinary. 

The shares cannot be bought or sold by the "holder" and on retirement or leaving service, must 
be resold to the Trust at book value. 

As a result, the older senior employees have an opportunity to accumulate a not insignificant 
stake in the stock. 

The structure is thus a form of incorporated partnership with limited liabiity. The partners can, 
however, be called upon to increase the company's capital by beiig offered the opportunity to 
buy more shares. 

The structure presents a powerful motive to employees to get on the ladder to stock acquisition, 
as the rewards at the top can be very high. The partners receive base pay, bonuses (which may 
be also given to other employees) and dividends on their shares plus the chance to acquire new 
shares for superior performance. 

On the other hand, the inherent danger in this structure is entrenched management. The Board 
(of Directors or Management) of such companies is often comprised largely of senior employees 
who also have more than 50% of the voting stock. This enables the Board to make major 
decisions quickly and effectively but, without reference to the general body of stockholders. 
Furthermore, since the power to create new shares, splits and to elevate employees to 
stockholder status Lies with the Board, it may become a "club", responsible and answerable in 
effect to no one. 

The tax treatment of shares is not complex. Dividends are effectively income and, since no 
shares are sold other than at exit and at book value, no capital gains are created. 

As an example, John Lewis Partnership is one of the most efficient and well-run retailing 
organizations in the UK and may be said to have achieved most of the objectives set by the 
SOAPP Adopters. 

The SOAPP non-Adopters would possibly compare the John Lewis partnersh$ with a U.S. West 
Coast based quality retailer of very high repute. Nordstrom's has an emphasis on immediate 
cash rewards and its salespeople often earn as much as $80,000 per annum. The reward systems 
are very different, yet both organizations are perceived to be in the top rank of their industry. 



There is a very little that is certain about the future. Death, maybe, but not even taxes. We 
do know, however, that whatever predictions we make about the future will be wrong. The 
pages of history are littered with the pronouncements of socalled experts who, with hindsight, 
proved to be completely and utterly wrong about matters within their area of expertise. 

One cannot even be certain that the velocity of change will continue to increase or, indeed, 
continue at its present high speed. 

We currently appear to be living in the era of SOAPPs and ESOPs, of the individual and the 
short term. The past pattern of exporting human desires and expectations from the U.S. and 
importing them into, first, the rest of the industrialized Euglish speaking world then on to 
Europe and the far east NICs and finally to the rest of the world, each at about five year 
intervals, is likely to continue. 

For the short to medium term, changing demographics and economic recovery are likely to lead 
to labor shortages and consequently the increasing use of inducements such as SOAPPs. 
Governments too will increase their support of SOAPPs in the rush towards privatization and 
giving to individuals what is perceived to be a greater voice in everyday matters. 

Increasingly powerful computers will enable multinationals to construct and share global data 
bases. This will enable Corporations to globalize the v m u s  SOAPPs they may be offering in 
various countries. Moremobile employees will continue to create pressures that will influence 
the global trend to equalize pay structures and types of reward. 

The pendulum will probably swing back. We are already seeing some reaction in the U.S. 
where thoughts are turning towards some reregulation in certain areas. In the meantime, in the 
words of Charles V (De Gaulle) of France, "La Participation, voU la grande reforme de ce 
sikle! " 


